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Your guide to the 
insurance market 
and how it affects 
your business.
Please note this document is of a general nature, provided for information purposes only and is not
intended to address your objectives, financial situation or needs. It should not be regarded as advice. 

Our Financial Services Guide is available on our website at ebm.com.au and contains important 
information about our services and what you can expect from EBM, including our remuneration, 
professional indemnity insurance, complaints process and how we are licensed and regulated. 

Please read it carefully.  
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Client focused insurance and 
risk solutions. 

We believe in partnering with you to 
protect what is important to you. 

Through our extensive network of local 
and global insurance markets, we are well 
equipped and have considerable expertise 
in supporting businesses with insurance 
and risk solutions.



As the first quarter of FY22 ends, the insurance market 
continues to be challenged by a number of factors: 

• the impacts of COVID-19

• catastrophic weather events/natural disasters

• increasing cyber attacks

• climate change

• social and political unrest

• high levels of litigation/class action activity

• lower investment yields

• increased re-insurance costs

• mergers and acquisitions in distribution channels

• environmental accountability pressures in some 
industries, and 

• economic conditions, both local and global

• regulatory uncertainty (financial services industry).

These factors have resulted in significantly higher pricing, 
reduced insurer capacity and restricted terms and 
conditions.

The market for the majority of insurance lines, and in 
particular commercial insurance, remains hard.  
Globally, prices for commercial lines – which includes all 
the major classes of insurance, including property, liability, 
marine, and Directors & Officers – increased around 15% 
in the second quarter of 2021. In the Pacific region, prices 
increased around 23%, down from 29% in the previous 
quarter. Globally, commercial insurance prices have risen on 
15 consecutive quarters, with the Pacific region recording 
rises in the last 17 quarters. 

While the impact of COVID-19 has been felt in recent 
quarters, the extended run of price increases is 
predominantly due to diminished profitability among 
insurers. The primary factors for this loss of profitability 
have been global catastrophes, higher reinsurance costs, 
unfavourable investment results from volatile market 
conditions and a supressed pricing environment during  
the preceding 10-12 years. 

Overview of insurance 
market conditions
Your guide to the insurance market and how it affects your business

EBM Insurance & Risk is pleased to share insights into current market conditions across 
key business insurance classes, the various factors affecting the availability of insurance 
and the approach we can take to help you to work through these challenges.
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Hard market conditions –
key factors affecting availability of insurance cover

Hard market conditions are characterised by:

• increased premiums
• less competition among insurers
• reduced capacity
• narrowing of coverage
• toughening risk criteria
• insurers exiting certain lines/classes
• fewer policies being written
• conditions and warranties being  

more onerous, and

• insurance reviews taking longer.

What this means for business is greater challenges  
to renew or expand insurance cover and potentially                                                                                                 
taking on a high portion of risk themselves. 

Over the last two years, the impact has been acutely felt  
across most lines, but particularly within:

• Property

• Professional and Financial Lines (Management  
Liability, Professional Indemnity, Directors &  
Officers Liability) 

• Casualty/Liability.

 
Also bearing the brunt of the hard market are:
• Construction
• Construction Liability
• Contract Works
• Cargo. 

The challenges facing the insurance industry over the last few years have resulted 
in conditions hardening. Across the board, insurers are assessing which areas of 
the market they want to participate in and what measures they need to employ 
to do so. 
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Strategies to navigate 
the hard market
The extent that a new policy or renewal will be affected by the hard market will depend on your business’ risk 
profile, claims record, strategies for risk management, and the capabilities of your insurance broker when they go 
out to the market for placement.

As EBM has long-established local and global relationships, networks and alliances, placement can usually be secured. 
However, we note that insurers and underwriters are very cautious about the risks they are willing to take on and require an 
increasing amount of information about the business and the risk mitigations in place. It is therefore imperative you work 
collaboratively with your broker and commence the review process as early as possible.

Work with your broker
So your broker can design a fit-for-purpose 
insurance and risk program, it is crucial they 
understand your business and the individual risk 
exposures, the industry and its insurance market 
(their relationship with insurers can be very 
important). Work with them, so you can secure 
the right cover at the most competitive price.

Start early
A three to four-month (six months for large 
businesses/insurance programs) lead time 
for renewals is advisable. Set an agreed 
strategy with your broker for your insurance 
arrangements over the forthcoming 12 - 18 
month period.To

p 
Ti

ps
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Expert guidance  
With the hard market increasing the 
price of insurance and decreasing the 
options available, early preparation 
and interaction with your EBM Account 
Manager is key to ensuring appropriate 
cover is sought for your insurance and 
risk program.

Be prepared
Submissions to prospective insurers need to 
demonstrate strong risk management.  
Be prepared to answer in-depth questions 
about the business, provide the documentation 
to back up your position and work with your 
broker to effectively present underwriting 
information.

Be flexible
In the current climate, you may need to  
re-assess risk programs and policies and 
consider innovative strategies for structuring, 
risk options and program designs. The more 
flexible you are, the more likely your broker will 
be successful in obtaining cover on the best 
terms possible.
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Specific market conditions

Claims losses, increasing reinsurance costs and poor investment returns for insurers have 
seen property insurance remain constrained and capacity contract.  
While property insurance prices increased in the Pacific region around 14% in Q2-2021, the increase was not as high as in 
the previous quarter (20%). In addition, some competition returned to the market for quality, loss-free clients.

Premiums continue to rise, but the level of increase is being determined by factors such as property location, use and 
construction type.

Recent large losses have resulted in insurers applying greater scrutiny to more challenging property risks including 
properties located in: 

• high natural catastrophe zones 

• premises constructed using/containing expanded polystyrene (EPS), aluminium composite panel (ACP) 
cladding and timber 

• and high-hazard industries. 

Placements also remain difficult for clients with poor loss records. In some cases, engineering reports are required by 
underwriters and risk management must be in place prior to cover being offered.

As a result, planning takes significantly longer, as do the negotiations with general insurance markets. 

When setting individual insurance programs, brokers need to explore the full range of domestic and international markets 
to secure the best cover and pricing outcomes for our clients.

Property insurance
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With local and global economic conditions affecting the construction and trade 
industries, costs are increasing exponentially and this is having a flow-on effect on 
property insurance. Under-insurance can result when policyholders underestimate 
rebuilding costs (with demolition) or the replacement value of assets, leading to the 
sums insured being inadequate.

When it comes to nominating a sum insured for your premises, you need to consider the factors influencing rebuild costs: 

• Building material costs have increased. For example, in some parts of Australia, the cost of steel has risen 
considerably in the first half of 2021. The cost of cement, copper, zinc, lead and other metals has also risen 
sharply, with some commodity prices up 70% year-on-year.

• Availability has declined. For example, it is increasingly difficult for builders to secure timber.

• Cost of trades has increased. In December 2020, bricklayers were charging $1 per brick to lay,  
six months later, the current cost per brick ranges from $2 - $2.80.

• Availability of trades and labour has declined. Both residential and commercial trades are in high demand 
with the construction boom driven by various government stimulus packages and infrastructure projects 
under way. As a result, projects are taking longer to get started and to finish. 

• Global imports of building materials has slowed. 

As it will cost significantly more to rebuild premises (e.g. shop, office, shed, home) after damage or total loss from an 
insured event, sums insured should be reviewed. It is also important to ensure you are not underinsured. Some insurance 
policies contain an ‘Underinsurance’ condition, which means if your sums insured do not reflect the full replacement value 
you could be penalised in the event of a claim to the proportion you are underinsured. 

Talk to your EBM Account Manager to ensure you have appropriate cover. 
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Property sums insured - 
Importance of setting correct levels of cover



An increasingly litigious environment with 
more class action activity and greater 
regulatory scrutiny have continued to 
influence the professional and financial 
insurance market. This impact has been 
compounded by the business impacts 
and economic uncertainty caused by 
COVID-19, resulting in reduced capacity, 
higher premiums and further restrictions in 
policy coverage.

Professional and financial lines insurance classes remain 
under significant pressure, which has seen premiums 
continue to increase. Globally, these lines again had the 
highest rate of increase (34%) across the major insurance 
product categories (property at 12%, casualty at 6%). 
Rate increases in the Pacific remain higher than the global 
average, with only the UK (57%) recording a greater rise.  

For the sixteenth consecutive quarter, pricing rose in the 
Pacific region. In Q2-2021, increases averaged 37%. While 
increases remain substantial, the increase was less than the 
48% recorded in the previous quarter. 

Although new capacity entered the market and pricing 
levelled out somewhat, Directors & Officers (D&O) liability 
prices remained elevated. Significant claims for major 
company D&O continue to drive premiums higher.

Premiums for professional indemnity continued to rise and 
capacity tightened. Insurers are increasingly scrutinising 
businesses undertaking high risk activities including:  

• project management

• contracting

• valuations

• certification

• forecasting

• new and/or innovative design technology

• and those providing any advice or service with 
complexity.  

Economic conditions have heightened risks, including 
litigation, and, if conditions worsen, further premium 
increases and reductions in capacity are likely. 
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Professional and financial lines

The increased incidents and severity 
of losses associated with cyber attacks 
(especially ransomware) saw cyber 
insurance premiums increase significantly 
(up to 60%). Capacity also declined and 
limits of liability were reduced. 



Premium increases for Public Liability continue 

A key factor in the upward trajectory is the 
increasingly litigious environment and the 
outcomes of legal cases. 

Workers’ compensation insurers often seek a recovery of 
compensation paid to an employee by seeking to recover 
under a third party’s liability policy on the basis that a 
third party failed to provide a safe workplace causing or 
contributing to the loss. This adds cost pressure to liability 
insurance.  

In the Pacific region, prices rose 18% over Q2-2021, up 
from a 17% increase in the previous quarter. This was the 
largest increase since 2012 and coincided with a number 
of insurers withdrawing from certain industries.  In addition 
to liability pricing continuing to rise, insurers also had a 
stronger emphasis on policy wording reviews and major 
insurance programs underwent substantial restructuring as 
underwriters’ appetites for excess layers, known as Umbrella 
Liability, continued to wane.

Businesses with poor loss histories, lack of appropriate risk 
management practices or with greater risks/hazards are 
attracting greater premium increases than those deemed to 
be of lower liability risk. However, all businesses are facing 
greater scrutiny by insurers as capacity tightens. 

Specific market conditions

Liability insurance
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The pandemic conditions have seen 
owners, directors and executive 
management scramble to make decisions 
to protect the business. As these 
decisions impact customers, employees, 
shareholders and other stakeholders, in 
some cases the risks directors and officers 
are facing have heightened – from credit 
and insolvency risks to OH&S and other 
employment-related exposures. 

The market for D&O cover has been hit particularly  
hard and as a result:

• premiums have skyrocketed (40-600%)

• capacity is reduced (a number of insurers have 
exited the market)

• coverage is being reduced

• lower claim limits of indemnity per risk are being 
applied

• more exclusions are being introduced (including 
‘Royal Commission Exclusions’)

• higher attachment points are being required

• more onerous conditions are being implemented, 
and

• higher excesses and punitive retentions (the 
amount of loss the client bears themselves 
before insurance kicks in) are being put in place.  

Now more than ever, the expert guidance of your  
EBM Account Manager is needed to help you secure  
the appropriate cover to protect your business and  
your people.

Directors & Officers (D&O)
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Specific market conditions
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The Workers’ Compensation market has become harder in recent months. We are also 
seeing legislative changes proposed and implemented around the country.

While the long-term effects of COVID-19 remain uncertain from a workers’ compensation perspective, ongoing regulatory 
reviews will need to consider the effects as well as the number and cost of workers’ compensation claims, together with 
external impacts such as movements in interest rates and wages. 

COVID-19 has also influenced our way of working, including mental health considerations and changed working conditions, 
that have stemmed from lockdowns.

The long-awaited draft bill to modernise the Western Australia Workers’ Compensation and Injury Management Act 1981, is 
now open for public consultation.

EBM’s specialist Injury Management team provides expertise and assistance with Workers’ Compensation claims and is 
available to help clients navigate the claims and injury management process with insurers.

Workers’ Compensation

COVID-19 has seen huge numbers of employees move out of offices and into their own 
homes to work. But employer obligations to employees remain, regardless of where the 
employee operates from. 

This means employers are still responsible for their employees’ physical health and safety while at work, as well as their 
mental well-being. 

If you have employees working from home:

• ensure that they are covered by your workers’ compensation insurance

• make sure you have the right level of cover for your business situation

• remember that in addition to physical injury sustained during the course of work, psychological injury is also 
claimable under workers’ compensation

• safety assessments, including ergonomics, should be performed

• regularly check-in with employees about their mental health and satisfaction

• if customers/clients will be visiting the employee at their home, you will also need to make sure the right 
public liability cover is in place, and

• make sure adequate insurance is in place for business property and equipment used at your employee’s 
premises.

Get in touch with your EBM Account Manager to check you have the right covers in place for employees WFH.

Work from home (WFH)
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I N  F O C U S 

Disaster 
season

Tropical Cyclone Seroja
On 11 April 2021, a once-in-50-years cyclone hit the Western Australian 
coast and travelled through the Wheatbelt region. Category 3 Tropical 
Cyclone Seroja caused widespread damage, with the worst affected town 
being Kalbarri (where 70% of the town’s homes were damaged, 40% 
severely). More than 6,500 claims have been lodged, with an estimated 
value of $268.3 million.

EBM has handled more than 600 claims on behalf of 
policyholders, with an estimated value of $20-25 million 
in insured losses. We are committed to supporting clients 
through the claims process to get them back on track.
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Bushfires, storms and floods – Australia wins the trifecta in the natural disaster stakes. 
Each year, natural disasters cost the economy $18.2 billion (on average), with that 
amount predicted to increase to $39 billion by 2050.

In the past year, the Insurance Council of Australia declared five natural catastrophes – Halloween hailstorms in 
south-east Queensland, Perth Hills bushfires, floods in NSW and S-E Queensland, Cyclone Seroja in WA, and storms and 
flooding in Victoria – with more than 130,000 claims lodged, and with an insured value of more than $2.28 billion.

With the disaster season (November-April) fast-approaching, property owners should take a three-pronged approach to 
risk mitigation:

Prepare the 
property for  
bad weather 

• Know the bushfire/cyclone/
storm/flood risks in the area.

• Inspect the property and 
eliminate any potential hazards.

• Know how to disconnect the 
property’s gas, water and 
electricity.

• Ensure there is clear access into 
and out of properties in the 
event of an emergency.  

Have some 
emergency  
plans 

• Disaster plan – where to 
go, what to do if there is an 
emergency, what happens after.

• Communication plan – how 
everyone will keep in touch.

• Evacuation plan – how to leave 
quickly, all escape routes, what 
to take, what to do before 
leaving.  

 

Adequately 
insure the 
property 
• Act early – once a weather 

event is imminent, it is too late 
to take out insurance cover or 
update an existing policy. 

• Assess the risks and cover 
options.

• Ensure sums insured are 
adequate to cover any potential 
losses. There are various online 
calculators available to assist 
with formulating sums insured.

• Understand the policies in 
place.

1 2 3

Disaster season
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The current economic environment remains uncertain, particularly in respect to the 
ongoing impacts of the COVID-19 pandemic. The insurance industry also forecasts 
increasing natural hazard events and rising regulatory and compliance costs as insurers 
continue to implement changes that stemmed from the Royal Commission and the 
implementation of global accounting standard IFRS 17 Insurance Contracts. 

The insurance market will remain hard for the foreseeable future and the conditions insurers have imposed in recent years 
are expected to remain in play: 

• tighter risk profiles (limited appetite)

• increased scrutiny on underwriting submissions

• expectations of continuous and improved risk management

• reduced capacity (limits)

• restrictive terms and conditions applied, and

• increased excesses. 

Overall, commercial insurance prices are expected to continue to rise over the next six months, albeit at a slower pace. 
Locally, a moderation trend has been established. 

While there are signs of a softening in some commercial lines with premium prices starting to level out, conditions remain 
challenging – but there are green shoots.

The price relief stems from improving results for insurers (in part due to a benign first six months of the year in terms 
of natural catastrophes) and an edging towards technical pricing (based on a calculation of expenses from actuarial 
projections which derive a price that insurers need to charge for a risk). 

Looking ahead 

Navigating the hard market

The extent that a new policy or renewal will be affected by the hard market will depend on your business’ risk profile,  
claims record, strategies for risk management, and the capabilities of your insurance broker. 

Working collaboratively with your broker, being proactive and involved in the process, and being prepared to answer 
more in-depth queries from insurers will help ensure your business is well placed to secure the cover you need. Your EBM 
Account Manager is an invaluable resource, get in touch.  
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Impact of Business Interruption Test Cases
At this time, the court rulings concerning COVID-19 related business 
interruption (BI) claims for SMEs are currently underway. The first BI test 
case decision stands. The second COVID-19 BI test case is currently in 
progress with a decision expected in the coming months. Business owners 
should look at submitting a claim if they believe their BI policy responds. 

Your EBM Account Manager is available to answer any questions or discuss 
a possible claim.
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EBM Insurance & Risk was established in 1975 on the simple premise that 
insurance is complex and requires honest and concise interpretation,
delivered professionally and personally.

Our team provides insurance and risk expertise across a range of industry sectors including construction, agriculture, 
manufacturing, mining and mining contracting, not-for-profit, marine, transport, trades and all other small, medium and 
corporate business operations, together with private households and landlords.

Today, over 10,000 businesses and individuals entrust EBM to deliver innovative insurance broking solutions.

About us

We aim to be here 
for our clients through 
thick and thin. 
We take a long-term
commitment to 
everything we do.

Ward Dedman
Chief Executive Officer



100% Australian 
owned and operated

Founded in Western Australia in 1975, EBM Insurance & Risk is proud 
to be locally owned and operated. With a network of nine offices nationally 
and a team of over 200, we have grown to become Australia’s leading 
privately-owned insurance broking firm, entrusted by more than 10,000
businesses to deliver innovative insurance solutions.

New South Wales 
Victoria 
Queensland 
Western Australia 
South Australia



P: 1300 755 112 
ebm@ebm.com.au    ebm.com.au 

Elkington Bishop Molineaux Insurance Brokers Pty Ltd  
AFSLN 246986  |  ABN 31 009 179 640 
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